
 
 

 

Saphety promotes cycle of international webinars 

dedicated to EBP   
 

The multinational of Portuguese origin will run a cycle of free international 

webinars entirely dedicated to Electronic Bill Presentment (EBP). 

 

Saphety, the multinational company of Portuguese origin, leader in the areas of electronic 

invoicing and electronic bill presentment, will run a cycle of international webinars entirely 

dedicated to EBP - Electronic Bill Presentment. Access is free at  

https://www.saphety.com/en/ebp/webinar and the registration for the sessions is required.  

Being held on July 1st, and with dates to be confirmed in August and September, the webinars 
will address the effects of the Covid-19 Pandemic on the Telco sector and the role of the 
electronic bill presentment, as well as the debate of case studies on the implementation of EBP 
solutions in telecommunications operators of multiple geographies, particularly in Europe, North 
America and Latin America.  

The first webinar will take place on July 1st and the theme is “Bill Presentment Strategies in 
Telco”, with the following points under debate:  

 

1. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Telco industry  

2. The big changes seen and expected in the strategy of the operators 

3. The role of the Electronic Bill Presentment in the current solutions and touchpoints 

4. The Electronic Bill Presentment in the future strategy of Digital Transformation 

 

The “Bill Presentment Strategies in Telco” webinar panel will have Nuno Fernandes, Saphety′s 
VP Sales, as moderator and the participation of Amilkar Torres, Cable & Wireless′ VP Product, 
Gábor Tóth, Vodafone Hungary Process & System Development Manager and Nuno Matos, 
Saphety′s VP Product Marketing. All the information about the webinar can be found at 
https://www.saphety.com/latest-news/blog/bill-presentment-strategies-in-telcos. 

 

Lisbon, June 25th of 2020 

 

 

About Saphety 

Founded in 2000, Saphety is a multinational company of Portuguese origin leader in electronic 

document exchange, electronic invoicing and data synchronization between companies. Present 

in Portugal, Brazil and Colombia, its solutions currently reach 38 countries and its customer 

portfolio has more than 7.000 companies, including, among others, some of the largest 

telecommunications operators, retail, transportation, logistics, energy, banking, services, health 

and public sector. More information at saphety.com. 
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